eVolution wood burning stoves
high efficiency heating for your home

Better make it Broseley
You might not associate the welcoming, ageless ambience of burning logs with leading edge innovation.
In fact, making mankind’s oldest heating technology fit for all our futures is the focus of everything we do.
Built on nearly 50 years experience, Broseley’s home is in the heart of England, close to where 18th century
ironmasters forged the industrial revolution. Cast iron, with its thermal diffusion properties, is still our material of
choice for manufacturing wood burning stoves.
Its sturdy nature is the starting point for our designers to create the soft edged, sculptural effects crafted into
the cast surfaces of the eVolution range. In our research and development laboratory, our engineers have
achieved excellent efficiency ratings and ease of operation and maintenance. Our latest breakthrough is
the Safety Cold Water System allowing you to integrate your eVolution 8 or 26 stove with today’s
central heating systems.
Balancing technical excellence with traditional skills is a delicate business. With the eVolution collection,
Broseley have achieved this beautifully.
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Introducing the eVolution collection
Woodburning Stoves
PAGE 5 - 10
With one of the highest efficiencies achieved in
Europe and amongst the leaders for popularity,
these sleek, impressive stoves can be free-standing
or situated within a fireplace.
For extra effect and convenience, there’s a log store
version.

Inset Stoves
PAGE 11 - 12
Designed to fit neatly into an existing or new
conventional fire opening with minimal fitting work,
even if the depth is shallow.
Choice of two eVolution Inset models adaptable to
any size of room.

Boiler Stoves
PAGE 13 - 16
The striking curves of these free standing stoves are
made possible by clever design and engineering
from a combination of cast iron and steel.
Their imposing presence can make a major contribution
to the central heating system of a large house.
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Picture a glorious eVolution in your lifestyle
You love how your home is in harmony with contemporary
living. But if you long to experience the dancing flames,
glowing embers and natural heat safely contained in a wood
burning stove, then Broseley Fires have the answer in the svelte
shape of the groundbreaking eVolution collection.
Our inspiration is Scandinavia - comforted for generations from
far North winters, thanks to cast iron’s ability to absorb then
gradually release radiant warmth by day and overnight.
Scandinavians also have style. That’s reflected in the clean,
rounded lines of the eVolution range and the full sized viewing
window for you to relish the drama of firelight to the full.
In design we have developed a long way from the country
cottage. Yet the eVolution stoves make themselves at home in
traditional or contemporary surroundings.
In performance, the stoves are three times as efficient as an
open hearth fire. What’s more, wood burning is carbon neutral.
So you can feel good about life in every way - not just an
evolution, but a revolution in lifestyle.
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caring for the

environment
What’s good for home life is good for
the planet too. Burning wood is carbon
neutral. During its growth a tree absorbs
as much, if not more, carbon dioxide as
it emits when it burns or decays. That’s
why a Broseley wood burning stove
earns the “Carbon Neutral Energy”
seal of approval.
By using our refined but simple controls,
you can regulate the burn rate to reduce
the need for forms of heating which
consume non-renewable fossil fuels. As
well as the comfort of knowing you’re
contributing positively to the
environment of future generations,
you can take positive measures to
mitigate today’s spiralling energy costs.

smoke

exempt

So efficiently do eVolution wood burning
stoves convert fuel into heat, they are
classed as exempt for burning wood in
Smoke Control Areas. These cover most
towns and cities in the UK, as designated
by the Clean Air Act 1993.

clean burn

technology
Under the cast iron skin of your stove is a clever
system of ducts which direct three different airflows
around the interior – first to assist the burning of
the wood fuel itself, second to preheat air in a
heat exchange chamber that burns off excess
hydrocarbons in the smoke, and third to keep the
glass visibly clean.

airwash

technology
One of the joys of eVolution living is witnessing the
play of the flames – one minute smouldering, next
leaping around as you operate the air control.
The last thing you want is to obscure the spectacle
with the deposits of combustion inside the glass.
You don’t have to clean it. Airwash does it for you,
sending a curtain of air down over the glass to
keep it clean.
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eVolution 5 Stove
Witness how a woodburning stove in the sleek shape of the eVolution 5 can create a revolution in the way your
room looks and feels.
Sitting within the hearth space, the eVolution 5 agreeably complements the contemporary design of the room,
whilst adding the timeless touch of a real log fire spreading its glow through the satisfyingly large viewing window.
As for warmth, the eVolution 5 has an output of 5kW, enough to heat a medium sized room. Its exceptional
efficiency rating of 85% makes it one of the most efficient wood burners you can buy.
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eVolution 5 Stove
with Log Store
This tall free-standing version of the eVolution 5 stove
certainly makes a bold statement as the centrepiece of
a room.
The integral log store beneath the stove combines
convenience with aesthetic effect. Not only does
its generous dimensions save you repeated trips to
fetch wood from outside, the grain and growth rings
revealed on the cut ends of the log and the pattern
they form stacked together provides an added design
element to complete the welcoming impact.
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eVolution 5 Deluxe Stove
The difference with the eVolution 5 Deluxe woodburning stove is a distinctive and stylish
feature - a glass top.
Its smooth reflective surface provides a subtle but satisfying contrast with the matt black cast finish of the
cast iron body, an added design element that will draw the warmest compliments from your guests.
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eVolution 4 Inset Stove
Can a woodburning stove fit into a conventional fireplace? With the greatest of ease and elegance – as
splendidly demonstrated by the eVolution 4 inset stove. Its slim depth of only 333mm enables it to slot into
even shallow fireplaces.
The timeless eVolution look adds to its adaptable nature, gracefully displayed here within this classically designed
Elgin & Hall fire surround in Limestone. Its 4kW output will comfortably heat a small to medium sized room.
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eVolution 7 Inset Stove
If you dream of having a woodburning stove radiating a warm welcome from your existing or new
fireplace, but need to heat a bigger room, the eVolution 7 inset stove will generously oblige.
With an output of 7kW, it is the most powerful of the non-boiler stoves in the eVolution range.
Its Scandinavian influenced design means you can be confident it will look as though it is made to fit
your fire surround, whether traditional or contemporary.
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Introducing
eVolution Boiler Stoves
Working with your central heating
system to keep the whole house cosy
An eVolution woodburning stove will sensationally
transform the looks and quality of life at home. Its
advantages need not stop there. When you choose
an eVolution boiler stove it will help heat radiators
and water throughout the house too, saving money
and the environment.
Conventionally, a woodburning stove has to be
connected to a vented heating system with bulky
feed and expansion water tanks which guard
against overheating. But Broseley recognise that
today’s homes are increasingly fitted with sealed
systems powered by unvented boilers such as
gas or oil combi units.
That’s why our technologists have developed the
unique Broseley Safety Cold Water System. This
prevents the over-heating or over-pressuring of the
stove or the system. It uses an internal quench coil
which diverts heat away from the boiler when it
reaches the safety limit of 97 degrees C, doing
away with the need for a vented system.
So versatile are both the eVolution 8 and 26 boiler
stoves, they can be easily integrated with either the
unvented (combi boiler) system or the traditional
vented system with water tanks. You can also link
them with renewable energy sources, typically
through a thermal store such as solar thermal and
ground /air source heat pumps.
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eVolution 8 Boiler Stove
This all-steel stove with large viewing window is a modern take on the woodburning tradition. The curving contours
which make the eVolution 8 so individual and its free-standing design enable it to radiate heat all around.
Although compact proportions provide the flexibility to fit into any corner, it will certainly make its presence
felt – not only in the room or conservatory where it is installed but throughout the house, thanks to its ability to
feed your central heating system.
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eVolution 26
Boiler Stove
This imposing woodburning stove is the most powerful in the eVolution range. Its greater width gives your
household a magnificent blazing expanse of flame within an open fireplace.
It will throw out up to 10kW worth of heat directly, enough for a considerably sized room. Its indirect effect
is remarkable too, contributing a full 16kW to a central heating system.
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Dimensions
The eVolution collection of highly efficient, clean-burning stoves
provides a choice of free-standing, inset or boiler stoves in such
a range of sizes there’s a model to suit every home.
B

The dimensions given in this table give you a good starting point
to assess how well they might fit into the room you have in mind.
Having viewed the most promising candidates in the showroom,
ask the advice of the eVolution appointed stockist about its
suitability. For a precise picture, you can arrange a survey with a
HETAS approved engineer.
A
Width
(A)

Height
(B)

Depth

To centre
of top flue

To centre
of rear flue

Heat Output

Efficiency

eVolution 5 stove

450

583

385

134

467

5kW

85.5%

eVolution 5 stove with log store

450

923

385

134

807

5kW

85.5%

eVolution 5 Deluxe stove

450

583

385

134

467

5kW

85.5%

eVolution 4 Inset Stove

520

610

332

N/A

N/A

4kW

75.5%

eVolution 7 Inset Stove

520

610

446

N/A

N/A

7kW

80.9%

eVolution 8 Boiler Stove

523

1081

401

142

N/A

3kW: Room / 8kW: Water

82%

eVolution 26 Boiler Stove

800

700

692

250

N/A

10kW: Room / 16kW: Water

78%

Model

Flue Diameter: 150mm
All eVolution stoves are smoke exempt except the eVolution 8 Boiler Stove

All dimensions shown in mm

Broseley Stockists
The eVolution range of woodburning stoves is exclusive to appointed Broseley stockists and cannot be purchased
directly over the internet. That’s because we regard buying a woodburning stove as making an investment.
All our dealers have showrooms where you can examine these beautiful pieces of technology and understand
how they work and fit into your home. You’ll receive expert advice on which model will fit your house and your
needs best, which kind of wood to use, how to control its operation for warmth and economy, and how to clean
and care for your stove.
There are appointed Broseley stockists covering the whole of the UK, so you won’t have to travel far to see how
the eVolution collection can change home life for the better. You can find your nearest stockist in the UK by using
the Store Locator on our website (www.broseleyfires.com) or by contacting our sales office on 01743 461444.
© Broseley Fires August 2012
Broseley Fires hold design copyright and registration of design for its product ranges. Broseley Fires are continually striving to improve and develop their
range of products. It is important, therefore, to check details before ordering as sizes and specifications may change without prior notice.
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Stove
Installation
We recommend that a HETAS approved engineer
is used to install your eVolution stove. A site survey
should be undertaken before any purchase is made
to ensure your property is suitable.
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All eVolution stoves come with a 5 year guarantee
from the date of purchase.
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NEW BROCHURE
AVAILABLE SOON

The Stove Collection

A range of electric, gas, multifuel & woodburning
stoves with varying designs and outputs.
All stoves are constructed from high quality cast
iron, are highly efficient and are clean burning.

CALL 01743 461444
TO RESERVE YOUR COPY

Broseley Fires Limited
Knights Way, Battlefield Enterprise Park, Shrewsbury, SY1 3AB
Telephone: 01743 461444 Fax: 01743 461446
www.broseleyfires.com
@Broseleyfires

